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our experts to find the 

all-round uses. We 
sought the markets of 
the world for one that 
was just right; and we 
didn’t find it. If we 
had, we’d have bought 
the patent rights for 
Canada. A structure ■

like this, with ■
Pedlar Cul- E
vert, won't ■
wash out 
need repairs.

A few hours' 
and 
will

work 
a few dollars
put a modern 
permanent

■ culvert in place of a
■ ramshackle bridge. 
J Easily laid by anv- 
* body.

Finally, last 
spring we struck the 
idea. Then we put in

in _ , . .. some expensive monthsm making that idea bett ir 
we’ve got a culvert that is 
any other there’s no comparison.”
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so far ahead of Made of Special Billet Iron, Extra

In very size of Pedlar Culvert which ' Heavy
from 8 Indies to 6 feet, wc use nothimr bu!"th a,an<,ard diameters 
Iron, specially made for us of extn.h,1 ' *hC bcst Snide of Billet 
according to the diameter. This Billet Iron *'4 to 20 Kaugc,
ders curved COLD, so there will never™, anvv ■ ',"l° ,scmi-vylin- 
dimensions; and it is then deeply and smooth! * variatlon fmni exact 
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and find out about thi NEW culvert
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can’t afford to overlook them let? T"l
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Compact Portable 
Easily Laid

lyuromwu are 
«nipped Ui half- 
«ection*. nested —

making carriage 
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ported invuh...
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for shipment.
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